From now on, You can check your advertisement results in real time!
Without getting into the report administration site.

ADOP ‘Label’

ADOP ‘LABEL’ Service

Label Introduction
ADOP ‘Label’ service provides a state and result of advertisement in real time
on an affiliated inventory for publishers.

Transparency
You can see what ad is on live!

By giving information of ad on
live, you can get a transparency
on operating you ads
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Usability
You don’t need to go to the report page
Without any specific report page,
you can see a state and results of
advertisement in real time for
convenience

Accessibility
Any devices PC&Mobile

The ‘Label’ service is compatible
with any devices (PC&Mobile)

www.adop.cc
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ADOP ‘LABEL’ Service

Label Layout
The ‘Label’ service provides results of ads inventory on live In the web page
It shows a network exposed on the inventory and results(eCPM) for the past week
as an overlay
UI

Label
ON/OFF

-

Average of eCOM for the past week

ADOP Label

7 days eCPM ₩ 700 (+10%)

1

KOR : Criteo

2

KOR : Google Adsense

3

KOR : ADOP

4

KOR : Google Adx

Link to report page
(INSIGHT)

A list of network in the
inventory
* Ex) The highlighted network no.4 is on live
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Label Guideline

Setting method

The ‘Label’ service is convenient for publishers to use it by setting up
the cookie just for once
Logging in to the ADOP INSIGHT by your ID, you can set up the
‘Label’ getting a cookie. And you can use the ‘Label’ service!

ADOP
‘Check your ID’

INSIGHT
ID

Log in the INSIGHT

After moving into the ‘AD
Get results of ads on live
monitoring service’ in the
in real time by ‘Label’
lower left corner of the page,
click the ‘Use the ‘Label’
service’ button

[!] The cookie is valid for 30 days, and you need to set it up again after 30 days.
[!] The cookie would be applied by browser. If you want to apply it to other browsers, you need to get another cookie for new browser.
[!] If you want to cancel this service, you can delete it in the same way following the next page.
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Label Guideline

Cancel method

The ‘Label’ service could be canceled easily in the same way of setting it up
Logging in to the ADOP INSIGHT by your ID, you can cancel the
‘Label’ clicking the cookie button again. And you can use the ‘Label’ service!

Log in the INSIGHT

After moving into the ‘AD
monitoring service’ in the
lower left corner of the page,
click the ‘Don’t use the
‘Label’ service’ button

Get results of ads on live
in real time by ‘Label’

[!] The cookie is valid for 30 days, and you need to set it up again after 30 days.
[!] The cookie would be applied by browser. If you want to apply it to other browsers, you need to get another cookie for new browser.
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Any Question?
Website: www.adop.cc

We always try to make advertisement revenue optimization for publishers.

